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2. Coil shall be mounted in heavy gauge galvanized casing. 

3. Coil may be provided as multiple, equal-size coils. 

L. Drain pan shall extend under the entire Cooling Coil section.  The drain pan shall be minimum 18 

gauge, 304 grade stainless steel.  The full extent of the drain pan shall be pitched towards one (1) 

drain connection.  Coil condensate drain pan shall be completely insulated.  Drain pan construction 

shall allow no standing water.  If a coil is stacked, an intermediate drain pan shall be provided with 

copper drain tubes extending down to the bottom main pan.  A pipe nipple for connection of 

condensate drainage piping to the Cold Deck section shall be provided. 

M. Provide 24”x 48” nominal size (or other sizes as noted on the Drawings), hinged, insulated, double-

wall access door(s) of same inner liner and outer wall gauges as the air unit, G-90 galvanized steel 

in those sections of each unit as noted on the Drawings.  Access doors shall be completely insulated 

between the interior and exterior sheet metal of the door with a minimum of 2” thickness of 

insulation.    Doors shall have quick operating handles on each side of the door with positive-

locking latches.  Doors shall be continuously gasketed around the door perimeter.  Doors located in 

negative pressure unit sections shall swing outward of the unit and doors located in positive 

pressurized air unit sections shall open inward.  

N. Electrical:  

1. Fan motors shall be provided with factory installed wiring of the fan motor in EMT conduit 

per NEC requirements to a junction box installed on the exterior of the unit casing. 

2. Provide marine-type vapor-proof lights with wire guards in the access section of the unit 

located upstream of the cooling coil and in the supply fan section.  Lights shall be wired in 

EMT conduit per NEC requirements to a single switch with "ON" indicating pilot light 

located on the exterior of the unit and adjacent to the supply fan access door.   

3. Provide one (1) GFIC outlet with the lighting circuit; GFIC outlet mounted external to the 

air unit casing. 

O. Manufacturer shall be Marcraft, Temtrol, Mafna, Energy Labs or approved equivalent. 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.1 INSTALLATION:    

A. Adjust vibration isolators at the fans prior to start-up of the fans and after the Units are set in place.  

B. Completion of wiring of light fixtures after assembly of sections of the air handling unit shall 

include wiring installed in EMT conduit and/or flexible conduit per NEC requirements and per the 

requirements of Division 26. 

C. Provide airtight seal at electrical and piping connections. 

D. Steam humidifiers specified per Section 232214 shall be installed at the Make-up Air Units. 
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